Anatomy A550/A551:
Gross Anatomy Laboratory Experience Questionnaire
Addresses Competencies ISC (Interpersonal skills & Communication) & P (Professionalism)

1. What did you learn about yourself during this lab? What potential strengths or weaknesses about yourself became evident as you dissected in lab?

2. What are some ways that enabled you to cope with the fact that you were dissecting a former living, breathing human being?

3. After observing your classmates, what comments/behaviors did you find that would be disturbing to the donor and family?

4. After considering these behaviors in others, what are some behaviors that you perceive in yourself that might require modification?

5. Has your lab group worked well together? Describe some specific instances where there was good teamwork, and not-so-good teamwork.

6. What are some ways that teamwork could have been improved?

7. What are some ways that would enhance the dissection experience and/or enhance respect for the donor?